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What Obama is Not!
In debates and discussions with the O-Bots about what Obama's citizenship identity is,
i.e., that amongst other foreign claims on Obama as to citizenship, we also know Obama
is still a British Citizen, we should not forget the fact ... and be sure to point out what
Obama is NOT! Let's not get lost in the weeds debating what he is and keep the focus at
the beginning and end of such debates on what he is NOT. What he is NOT is the cause
and root source of all these debates. All the issues as to what citizenships he has or is now
of course all helps to prove what he is not. So discussing it helps us make our point. But
what he is NOT is the key point and is what makes him ineligible to serve as President
and Commander-in-Chief. And therefore in our debates we should always keep
repeatedly pointing out in those discussions what he is NOT. He's NOT an Article II
"natural born citizen" of the USA.
All the O-Bot counter-spin arguing over semantics in the latest debate de jour over what
Obama is or is doing with his latest executive order, cannot change what Obama is NOT.
Obama is NOT a natural born citizen of the USA since Obama's father was not a U.S.
citizen, nor was his father ever even an immigrant to the USA, nor was his father even a
permanent resident in the USA. Obama's father was simply sojourning in the USA in
college for a few years, and subsequently went back to Kenya. Obama's mother then
remarried and moved with Obama to Indonesia where Obama was adopted by his new
step-father and Obama became a citizen of Indonesia. Thus while Obama may be a
simple citizen of several countries, he definitely is NOT an Article II "natural born
citizen" (NBC) of the USA and he is not eligible to be the President and Commander-inChief of our military under our Constitution since his father was not a U.S. citizen.
Obama is a usurper in that office. So whatever Obama is, we know what he is NOT.
Obama is likely a basic citizen of several countries including the United Kingdom (he
admits he was a British subject at birth), Indonesia, Kenya, and/or maybe even a 14th
amendment basic citizen or a Title 8 Section 1401 basic citizen by law of the USA
depending on the facts that we may learn once we see his sealed and hidden original birth
records and college records, not some questionable and altered digital computer images.
A digital computer image is not a primary source document record, nor is the digital
computer printout used to make it, which no official document experts have been allowed
to see or handle or examine. But whatever claims by law he may have to any basic U.S.
citizenship rights, he is NOT and never can be a "natural born citizen" of the USA due to
his father never being a U.S. citizen.
Obama is a citizenship chameleon. He is a "citizen of the world". He has proclaimed that
himself in public speeches. Under international law he has multiple claims to his
allegiance and foreign influences on him by several sovereign governments and also from
immediate family and tribal affiliations. He bows to Saudi Kings. But tramples on our

Constitution. He likely has had multiple passports from several countries in his lifetime.
But one thing we know for sure, he is NOT a constitutional Article II "natural born
citizen" of the USA. Thus, in the debates as to what he really is, let us never forget the
main issue as to his eligibility to be President, what he is not! Obama is not an Article II
Natural Born Citizen of the USA!
Obama was born with foreign allegiances via his father. Obama's father was never a U.S.
citizen nor even an immigrant to the USA. The O-Bot spin doctors cannot spin that away
even though they continue to try via various diversions and obfuscations.This issue will
not go away no matter how often, fast, or hard the O-Bot spin doctors try to spin it.
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"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, until one day America
will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." Norman Thomas
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